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Imagine a group of struggling Torontonian artists. Imagine two of these artists, seduced 
by a burgeoning underground porn market, decide to craft an erotic novel by writing each 
chapter individually and then passing the manuscript back and forth for edits. Imagine 
they sell the manuscript for $800 to a small, dubious publisher they suspect to be an arm 
of a larger, more dubious company in the States. Imagine the violently explicit novel is 
released under the pseudonym A.L. Bronson, a moniker misremembered as AA Bronson 
and then attributed to one of the novel’s authors. 

AA Bronson describes Lena (Cries) as “a totally politically incorrect story about a 14 year 
old black girl, and each chapter puts her through a completely different kind of sexual 
scenario. It’s like her sexual education in a way. In a way it’s kind of a hilarious book, but 
it was almost immediately banned in Canada.”1 Lena (Cries) was originally published in 
1968, just shortly before Bronson formed what would become the celebrated queer art 
collective General Idea alongside collaborators Felix Partz and Jorge Zontal. Despite 
the state’s initial response (the book’s seizure was part of a larger crackdown against 
the sale of illicit pornography, and thus not a specific target), Lena (Cries) was reprinted 
twice, first in 1971 as Lena by A.C. McWhortle, and then again, surprisingly, in 2009 as 
Lana by AA Bronson, with a new cover by Richard Prince. I don’t want to read it, but I 
could if I wanted to, because two of my friends recently uncovered a copy. 
   
Moving across photography, video, installation, scholarship, and performance, Madelyne 
Beckles and Delilah Rosier share a practice of using queer and feminist texts to position 
themselves within art history. Beckles often does so physically, her self-portraiture recalling 
canonical recreations by conceptual photographers Cindy Sherman and Yasumasa 
Morimura. In This Bridge Called My Back, she brought the 1981 feminist anthology to 
life by spending two hours naked on her hands and knees in a recreation of the book’s 
cover, a durational performance that honoured the history of Black feminist thought while 
underscoring the physical demands of Black feminine labour. Drawing on the work of Jose 
Esteban Munoz, Rosier explores appropriation, allyship, and (dis)identification through 
a series of self-referential writing, video, performance, and collage. In Chosen Family 
Values (2021), she conducts an autoethnographic study of four contemporary Black 
biracial artists (one of whom is Beckles, another of whom is me), contextualizing our work 
within a canon of Canadian art while simultaneously examining her own fraught position 
to that canon as a white artist, scholar, and friend. As the campy and capacious Masking 
Collective, Beckles and Rosier use parody and pastiche to approach the overlapping 
themes of their separate archival interrogations. Who better to have stumbled upon AA

1 Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution , 2017.



Bronson’s controversial piece of smut than two artists whose individual and collaborative 
practices cheekily orbit questions of race, autonomy, fetishization, historical revisionism, 
and the reclaimed image. 

In After AA…Looking for L(e/a)na: Aesthetics, Appropriation, Allyship and Agency, the 
duo explores the unwritten dimensions of Bronson’s pulp protagonist. They start with a 
simple question: who is she? “  The idea for Lena was that she was in a way nothing, or 
no one at all,” says Bronson. “She does not speak once during the entire book; she has 
no essential character of any sort, and she acts only as a kind of receptacle for other 
people’s fantasies, including those of the reader.”2 On the original 1968 cover, a young 
Black model perches topless upon the ledge of a stone fireplace, a potted plant growing 
wild behind her, a fruit plate by her feet, her legs crossed in sheer purple stockings with 
her arms covering her chest. The cover of the 1971 reprint features a different Black 
model against a pale blue background. Seen from behind in a three quarter view, she 
looks over her shoulder to lock eyes with the reader, once again with her arms covering 
her chest. Neither model is credited, so we have no information about who these women 
might be. 

Upon witnessing these multiple depictions of L(e/a)na, Masking Collective had a reaction 
similar to Kobena Mercer and her friends witnessing Robert Mapplethorpe’s Black male 
nudes: “We wanted to look, but we didn’t always find what we wanted to see. We were, 
of course, disturbed by the racial dimension of the imagery and, above all, angered by 
the aesthetic objectification that reduced these black male bodies to abstract visual 
‘things,’ silenced in their own right as subjects and serving only to enhance the name of 
the white gay male artist in the privileged world of art photography. In other words, we 
were stuck in an intransitive ‘structure of feeling’; caught out in a liminal experience of 
textual ambivalence.”3 Like Mapplethorpe’s Black male nudes, L(e/a)na exists exclusively 
to titillate white audiences for the profit of a white gay artist. Bronson admits that “[the 
book’s] audience was presumed to be mostly white middle-class males,”4 and since the 
book’s publication inadvertently invented his alias, L(e/a)na is responsible for literally 
giving the artist his name. After AA…Looking for L(e/a)na wrestles with an ambivalence 
towards Bronson’s original text by creating an immersive environment that reclaims the 
image of the novel’s eponymous heroine. 

Anchoring the exhibition is a series of photographs in which Masking Collective recreates 
the original 1968 cover of Lena (Cries), as well as the 1971 reprint. The series was shot 
by Jorian Charlton, a Toronto-based photographer whose practice centres archival 

2 Art in America, October 19, 2009, https://www.artnews.com/art-in-america/interviews/aa-bronson-lana-56089/.
3 Kobena Mercer et al., “Looking for Trouble,” Transition, no. 51 (1991): p. 184, https://doi.org/10.2307/2935086.
4 Art in America , Art in America , October 19, 2009, 
  https://www.artnews.com/art-in-america/interviews/aa-bronson-lana-56089/.



imagery from across the Black diaspora, making her a well-suited collaborator for this 
particular historical revisioning. Far from faithful reproductions, the series features 
Beckles and Rosier as alternative interpretations of L(e/a)na and AA. L(e/a)na eats fruit 
from the fruit plate while casually flipping through the text from whence she came. 
(“This is bullshit!” she might be heard to declare, tossing the book aside.) Meanwhile, 
her creator wears a mask of his own face and grabs his titties in mock sexual rapture. 
Through the tongue-in-cheek embodiment of these characters, Beckles and Rosier 
probe the relationship between white artist and Black subject, granting (sexual) agency 
to the latter while poking holes in the authority of the former. Silly, defiant, and sexy, 
the series would be at home in an issue of General Idea’s FILE (1972-1989), a parody 
art publication that lifted its logo and design from the ubiquitous LIFE Magazine. By 
channelling General Idea’s legacy of appropriation and satire, the duo evoke Bronson 
as an artistic predecessor while exposing the racism and misogyny embedded in 
his work. Strewn throughout the gallery are prints of L(e/a)na’s various covers, some 
distorted beyond comprehension. Next to these prints sit various canonical Black 
feminist texts, inviting viewers to contexualize our heroine among them. Who is L(e/a)
na? Shamefully, we’ll never know. What Masking Collective offers is the conciliatory 
gesture of a reimagined past or a speculative future, one free of sexual violence and 
capitalist exploitation, where L(e/a)na can speak for herself. 
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